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Abstract

This work documents the fruitul use of X-band radar observations for the monitoring
of severe storms in an operational framework. More specifically, a couple of severe
hail-bearing Mediterranean storms occurred in 2013 in southern Italy, flooding two im-
portant cities of Sicily, are described in terms of their polarimetric radar signatures and5

retrieved rainfall fields. It is used the X-band dual-polarization radar operating inside
the Catania airport (Sicily, Italy), managed by the Italian Department of Civil Protection.
A suitable processing is applied to X-band radar measurements. The crucial procedu-
ral step relies on the differential phase processing based on an iterative approach that
uses a very short-length (1 km) moving window allowing to properly catch the observed10

high radial gradients of the differential phase. The parameterization of the attenuation
correction algorithm, which use the reconstructed differential phase shift, is derived
from electromagnetic simulations based on 3 years of DSD observations collected in
Rome (Italy). A Fuzzy Logic hydrometeor classification algorithm was also adopted to
support the analysis of the storm characteristics. The precipitation fields amount were15

reconstructed using a combined polarimetric rainfall algorithm based on reflectivity and
specific differential phase. The first considered storm was observed on the 21 February,
when a winter convective system, originated in the Tyrrhenian sea, hit only marginally
the central-eastern coastline of Sicily causing the flash-flood of Catania. Due to the
optimal radar location (the system is located at just few kilometers from the city cen-20

ter), it was possible to well retrieve the storm characteristics, including the amount of
rainfall field at ground. Extemporaneous signal extinction, caused by close-range hail
core causing significant differential phase shift in very short range path, is documented.
The second storm, occurred on 21 August 2013, is a summer mesoscale convective
system originated by the temperature gradient between sea and land surface, lasted25

a few hours and eventually flooded the city of Siracusa. The undergoing physical pro-
cess, including the storm dynamics, is inferred by analysing the vertical sections of the
polarimetric radar measurements. The high registered precipitation amount was fairly
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well reconstructed even though with a trend to underestimation at increasing distances.
Several episodes of signal extinction clearly manifested during the mature stage of the
observed supercell.

1 Introduction

Dual-polarization technology has greatly improved the quality of radar precipitation5

measurements and have reduced the gap between the qualitative and quantitative use
of radar observations. Several operational S- and C-band radar networks have been
(or will be soon) upgraded to adopt dual-polarization technology. In the last decade
many studies have been undertaken to explore the benefit of polarimetry for Quanti-
tative Precipitation Estimation (QPE) using X-band radars (Anagnostou et al., 2004;10

Matrosov et al., 2005; Wang and Chandrasekar, 2010; Anagnostou et al., 2010; Ma-
trosov et al., 2013), which are de facto very appealing systems due to their compact
size, transportability and, generally, affordable cost. In the presence of hail or melting
hail, QPE algorithms based on differential phase shift are a convenient mean to esti-
mate the fraction of liquid phase precipitation (Matrosov et al., 2013; Ryzhkov et al.,15

2013). Notwithstanding, in spite of effectiveness and robustness of correction methods
based on dual-polarization measurements and the performance of rainfall algorithms
based on specific differential phase shift, which are immune to attenuation, the latter
remains the major impairment for the operational use of X-band systems. In the pres-
ence of heavy rain and hail mixture, partial attenuation can be further enhanced up,20

turning to return extinction. Heavy rain above the radar can wet the radome adding
further attenuation (see Bechini et al., 2010 and Schneebeli et al., 2012 for measure-
ments collected by the same radar used in this paper). Moreover, some applications,
such as the discrimination of between rain and hail radar echoes requires the use
of attenuation corrected reflectivity and differential reflectivity. If objective of radar ob-25

servation includes the analysis of internal structure of hail-bearing convective cells to
forecast their degree of severity and their evolution in time, differential phase measure-
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ments are not sufficient. Discrimination between rain and hail using radar returns is
a long-standing objective of radar meteorology with impact on nowcasting, rainfall esti-
mation assessment, microphysical investigation, aviation, and agricultural applications.
Hail detection, using single-polarization radar, began in the late 1950s with techniques
based on reflectivity measurements considering the echo intensity, its structure, and5

their time evolution during the hailstorm (Cook, 1958; Douglas and Hitschfeld, 1958).
Mason (1971) suggested a 55 dBZ reflectivity threshold as an indicator of the pres-
ence of hail in S-band radars. A refinement of the relationship between the 45 dBZ
level above the freezing layer and the occurrence of hail at ground (Waldvogel et al.,
1979) is currently used by the Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D)10

single polarization systems. Dual-wavelength methodologies making use of the ratio of
reflectivities measured at S- and X-bands were also proposed (Atlas and Ludlam, 1961;
Eccles and Atlas, 1973). However, with the development of radar dual-polarization tech-
niques, (Seliga and Bringi, 1976) the differential reflectivity ZDR became the key radar
measurement for hail detection (Seliga et al., 1982; Aydin et al., 1984, 1986; Bringi15

et al., 1984). The common underlying hypothesis of dual-polarization methods is the
isotropic radar appearance of hail even if it is oblate: tumbling and gyrating motions
confer a spherical-like behavior to hail (Knight and Knight, 1970) that make the corre-
sponding ZDR signature being near to zero. Based on disdrometer observations, Aydin
et al. (1986) suggested identifying hail by measuring the departure of observed reflec-20

tivity factor and differential reflectivity from an empirically derived hail-rain boundary.
Moreover, Zrnić et al. (1993) the authors assumed that large hail, independently from
the initial orientation (either oblate or prolate hailstones), tends to fall vertically pro-
ducing negative values of ZDR. Observations of hailstones with the major axis in the
horizontal are also documented in the literature (Smyth et al., 1999). According to the25

model proposed by Rasmussen and Heymsfield (1987), the water coat surrounding
melting hail tends to stabilize the major axis in the horizontal direction, as it was proved
by Tabary et al. (2009) using C-band radar observations. Consequently, the fall mode,
determined by the Liquid Water Content (LWC) and updraft speed, is a crucial factor
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affecting the interpretation of polarimetric radar signatures and the development of hail
detection algorithms. Validation studies have confirmed the higher performance of dual-
polarization hail detection algorithms with respect to methodologies employing radar
reflectivity only for the diagnosis of hail using radar measurements at S-band Heinsel-
man and Ryzhkov (2006). The set of measurements provided by a dual-polarization5

radar, namely reflectivity factor at horizontal polarization (ZH), differential reflectivity
(ZDR), differential propagation phase shift (ΦDP), from which the specific differential
phase (KDP), is calculated, the copolar correlation coefficient (ρHV) and, when avail-
able, the linear linear depolarization ratio (LDR), was exploited, starting from the late
1990s, in fuzzy logic hydrometeor classification systems, initially proposed for S-band10

radar (Vivekanandan et al., 1999; Liu and Chandrasekar, 2000; Zrnić et al., 2001). In-
vestigations involving the above mentioned set aimed also at identifying characteristics
of hail-bearing precipitation cells that can be used by forecaster to infer the severity
and future evolution of the storm. The most known of these features is referred to as
“ZDR column” that is the appearance of positive differential reflectivity above the 0◦15

isothermal from which information be related to location and strength of updraft can be
inferred (Illingworth et al., 1987; Kumjian et al., 2014 and references therein). However,
such studies have shown that not only ZDR, but other dual-polarization variables should
be used to correctly interpret behavour of convective cells. At attenuating frequencies
and particularly at X-band, identification of hail and investigation of hail-bearing cells20

is more difficult. In particular, differential attenuation might have detrimental effects on
any methodology involving differential reflectivity, since effects of attenuation, or even
effects of wrong attenuation correction, can mask intrinsic polarimetric signatures. In
the present work, some characteristics of the examined storms are in fact explained by
looking at the perturbation of the polarimetric radar signatures (e.g., enhanced atten-25

uation, prominent depression of the copolar correlation coefficient). Due to the recent
success of dual-polarization X-band systems, case studies related to heavy precipita-
tion, involving hail or hail mixed with rain, have been reported in the literature (Matrosov
et al., 2013; Figueras and Ventura et al., 2013; Snyder et al., 2010). Notwithstanding,
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basic ingredients for identifying graupel and hail formation within a convective cell can
be obtained by the comparative analysis of the polarimetric radar observations. The
applied Fuzzy Logic hydrometeor classification scheme is only used in this paper as
additional analysis support system. The manuscript is organized as follows: Sect. 2 de-
scribes the operational contest and the data processing methodology, the considered5

precipitation events are deeply analyzed in Sect. 3.

2 Radar and data processing systems

2.1 Operational scenario

The SELEX-Gematronik 50 DX polarimetric system with a 3 dB beam width of 1.3◦ and
50kW of transmit peak power was considered in this work. It was deployed at the air-10

port of Catania (Sicily) by the end of 2010 and is currently integrated as gap filler within
the national weather radar network, either for weather or volcanic ash cloud monitoring
(Marzano et al., 2013). The operational volume observation strategy, repeated every
10 min, includes 12 PPI sweeps, with antenna elevation angle ranging from 1 to 21.6◦,
and a vertical-incidence scan used for ZDR calibration and for a detailed characteriza-15

tion of the column above the radar. The adopted PRF is 1875Hz, which corresponds to
a maximum unambiguous range of 80km, while the range resolution is 200m. Due to
the presence of the Etna volcano, whose peak (about 3.2km a.s.l.) is located at about
30km north from the radar, a wide azimuth sector (about 90◦) is shielded at low ele-
vation scans, as depicted in Fig. 1. At 3◦, the shielded sector shrinks to about 20◦ of20

width, becoming almost negligible at 5◦.

2.2 Processing methodology

The main steps of the applied processing chain, i.e., differential phase processing,
attenuation correction and rainfall estimation, are here shortly summarized. Further
details can be found in Vulpiani et al. (2012).25
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a. Differential reflectivity calibration. ZDR is calibrated through vertical scan observa-
tions resorting to the hydrometeors properties (Gorgucci et al., 1999).

b. Ground clutter identification. A Fuzzy-Logic based approach resorting to the con-
cept of data quality is applied (Vulpiani et al., 2012).

c. Specific differential phase retrieval. The iterative moving-window range derivative5

scheme proposed by Vulpiani et al. (2012) is applied in the present work. It can
be summarized through the following few steps:

i. Kdp retrieval (first guess). A first guess of the specific differential phase (K ′dp)
is retrieved from the raw differential phase through a finite-difference scheme
over a given sized moving window.10

ii. Kdp check. The out-of-range Kdp values are nullified.

iii. Φdp reconstruction. The filtered differential phase is estimated as Φdp(r) =
2
∫r

0Kdp(s)ds

iv. Kdp retrieval (final guess). The final estimation of the specific differential
phase Kdp is then obtained as range derivative of the reconstructed Φdp.15

Steps (iii)–(iv) are repeated iteratively to reduce the expected KDP standard devi-
ation σKDP

. Indeed, according to the uncertainty propagation theory, the standard
deviation of the final KDP can be expressed (Vulpiani et al., 2012) as

σ(Kdp) =
1
√

2N

σ(Ψdp)

L
(1)

where N is the number of range gates contained in the L sized moving window20

(i.e., N = L/∆r , ∆r being the range resolution).

It is worth mentioning that the retrieved differential phase is not affected by the
system offset, it being removed through the derivative computation. This feature
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is particularly useful for attenetuation correction purposes based on differential
phase shift measurements.

In advance with respect to the description of considered precipitation events,
Fig. 2 shows, as example, the raw and reconstructed differential phase profiles
observed on the 21 August 2013 at 04:50 UTC. The a-posteriori estimated off-5

set has been added to the filtered ΦDP for easier comparison. It is worth noting
that the length of the adopted moving window (1 km), shorter with respect to that
used in other ΦDP filtering scheme (e.g. Figueras and Ventura et al., 2013) allows
to catch small-scale phase gradients (thus avoiding an excessive smoothing of
rainfall fields) whereas, at the same time, the iterative scheme enables to smooth10

noise effects.

d. Attenuation correction. The common polarimetric approach for compensating rain
path attenuation is based on the assumed linearity between specific attenuation,
as well as differential attenuation, and specific differential phase (Bringi et al.,
1990, 2001; Carey et al., 2000; Testud et al., 2000), i.e. AH,DP = γH,DPKDP.15

The parameterization adopted in the present work was obtained from T-Matrix
scattering simulations based on the three years of DSD observations collected in
Italy (Adirosi et al., 2015), i.e., γH = 0.29, γH = 0.048.

e. Rainfall estimation. The polarimetric rainfall algorithm proposed by Vulpiani and
Baldini (2013), based on the use of reflectivity factor and specific differential20

phase, is applied in the present study. With the aim to gradually use RK at in-
creasing rainfall regimes, the combined algorithm takes the form of a weighted
sum

RC = wK ·RK + (1−wK ) ·RZ (2)

where RZ and RK are the rainfall estimates obtained applying specific power laws25

to the lowest beam map of Z and KDP, respectively. The R–K parameterization is
7208
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based on the study carried out by Adirosi et al. (2015) (R = 14.69K 0.84
DP ), whereas

the Marshall and Palmer (1948) coefficients are adopted to derive RZ .

The weight wK is defined as

wK =


0, if Kdp ≤ 0.5

2 ·Kdp −1, if 0.5 < Kdp < 1

1, if Kdp ≥ 1

(3)

f. Hydrometeor classification. The applied hydrometeor classification approach is5

based on the fuzzy logic scheme proposed by Liu and Chandrasekar (2000),
adapted for X-band following Dolan and Rutledge (2009), which input parameters
are the polarimetric radar observables (ZH, ZDR, KDP, ρHV) and the height of the
melting layer. The algorithm attempts to identify the following six hydrometeor
types: rain (a unique class for all type of liquid hydrometeor), wet snow, dry snow,10

graupel and small hail, hail and rain–hail mixture.

3 Storm analysis

3.1 21 February 2013 case study

The first considered precipitation event was observed on the 21 February 2013. It was
a winter convective system that hit only marginally Sicily causing the flash flood of Cata-15

nia located on the central-eastern coastline. Fortunatley, most of the precipitation fell
over sea. According to press reports, hail was also observed. Looking at the brightness
temperature images at µm shown on Fig. 3, it can be noticed that around 15:00 UTC
a cold system (cloud top less than 220 K) approched the Sicilian eastern coast where
it lasted about 3 h. The lower left panel also shows the intense ligthning observed by20

the LAMPINET network (Biron, 2009) between 15:00 and 18:00 UTC, confirming the
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convective nature of the storm. Figure 4 shows the azimuth-average vertical profiles of
Z , ZDR, ρHV and V , as observed at vertical incidence at 16:50 UTC, when the stratiform
tail of the storm overpassed the radar site. Such profiles suggest that height of the 0◦

isothermal is 2100 m above radar. Focusing on the differential reflectivity profile below
the melting or in the snow region, a negligible calibration bias can be noticed. The5

minimum of ρHV is found below the reflectivity maximum, where the hydrometeor pop-
ulation becomes most heterogeneous. With reference to Fig. 5, showing some frames
of the Vertical Maximum Intensity (VMI), it might be noticed that around 15:00 UTC the
storm was characterized by a localized intense core in the proximity of the radar site
with reflectivity values exceeding 60 dBZ. Whereas the rest of the radar image shows10

light to moderate values of reflectivity. A northward shielded sector, originated by sig-
nal extinction, is quite evident on the tail of the convective core. At 16:00 UTC, the VMI
image shows lower reflectivity values, likely related to wet-radome effects originated by
the storm core located approximately above the radar site. The precipitation nucleus
moved south-eastern leaving the city of Catania around 17:00 UTC. Focusing on the15

shielded azimuthal sector which manifested at 15:00 UTC, Fig. 6 shows the pseudo-
RHIs of the radar observables at 5◦ of azimuth. Two intense precipitaion cores are
evident from the reflectivity slice, respectively located at about 5 and 8 km from the
radar site. They are responsible for the signal extinction which is mainly affected the
lower tilts. The second reflectivity core exceeds the presumed freezing layer height by20

1 km, at least, prefiguring the presence of an hail nucleus. Despite the adopted scan
inhibits the sampling above about 1.8 kma.s.l. at short range distances, similar be-
haviour can be argued for the first core by resorting to physical continuity. Within the
first reflectivity nucleus, high values of differential reflectivity are found below 1 kma.s.l.
The corresponding values of KDP (up to 6 ◦ km−1) and ρHV (mostly below 0.95) might be25

congruent with the coexistence of rain and hail precipitation. Within the second convec-
tive core, values of ZDR larger than 1 dB are found also above the 0◦ isothermal, topped
by low values of ρHV, likely related to supercooled water drops. At altitudes lower than
the presumed melting layer base, the noticeable decrease of ρHV can be referred to
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rain and hail mixture with high water fraction as inferable by the corresponding values
of KDP and confirmed by the results of the classification algorithm. Figure 7, showing
the range plots at 6◦ of antenna elevation for the same azimuth, points out the effects
of attenuation. The swiftly decrease of Z , reaching the Minimum Detectable Z (MDZ)
at about 13 km from the radar, where the phase shift exceded 130◦ in just 8-km path,5

culminated with total extinction. It is worth noting the factitious asymptotic behaviour
of measured ZDR which dropped down to the bottom scale (−5 dB) due to attenuation.
Finally, Fig. 8 shows the map of precipitation cumulated in 3 h, as retrieved by the com-
bined polarimetric algorithm described by Eq. (2). The precipitation peak observed on
land areas is very close to the radar site. The rain gauge located in Catania registered10

about 60 mm in 1 h (from 15:00 to 16:00 UTC) and about 70 mm in 1 h and half, the
other available gauges registered less than 20 mm in 3 h. The accuracy of the com-
bined rainfall algorithm RC has been evaluated in terms of mean error 〈ε〉 = 〈RR −RG〉,
error standard deviation σ = 〈(RR−RG)2〉1/2, RMSE =

√
(〈ε2 +σ2〉), FSE = RMSE/〈RG〉,

and BIAS = 〈RR〉/〈RG〉. The angle brackets denote the average operator, whereas RR15

and RG refer to the radar estimate and gauge observation, respectively. The results,
summarized in Table 1, point out the improvement obtained by the combined polari-
metric technique in terms of RMSE, FSE and BIAS if compared with the conventional
Z–R relationship. It is worth mentioning that RK slightly outperforms RC in terms of
BIAS whereas the RMSE is higher because of the error standard deviation.20

3.2 21 August 2013 case study

The strong temperature gradient between sea and land surface originated the severe
the mesoscale convective system that hit Sicily on the 21 August 2013. The resulting
intense precipitation flooded several towns of the estearn coast, including Siracusa.
The system originated around 04:00 UTC, lasted about 6 h. The maximum precipitation25

amount, registered in just two hours by the rain gauge located in Siracusa, exceeded
180 mm, whereof 135 mm observed in just 1 h. Even in this case, most of precipita-
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tion fell over the sea and hail was also reported at ground. Figure 9 shows some time
frames of the brightness temperature at 10.8 µm as retrieved by MSG. The embryo of
the convective cloud formed around 04:00 UTC over the Ionian sea. After 1 h two main
convective systems are clearly identifiable before they get merged around 06:00 UTC
producing the maximum effects over ground between 06:00 and 08:00 UTC. The dis-5

sipation phase, started around 09:00 UTC, concluded after about 1 h. Interestingly, the
lower left panel of Fig. 9 shows the registered lightnings. The radar observations allow
to catch the storm development, especially the northern part, as it can be noticed by
Fig. 10 showing some crucial time frames in terms of VMI. At 04:00 UTC a small-sized
convective cell is identifiable eastward. After half an hour, the storm reached a pretty10

mature stage with reflectivity core largely exceeding 50 dBZ. Around 04:50 UTC, the
effects of signal extinction become manifest eastward at about 40 km from the radar
site. The shielding effect is deeper 10 min later as a consequence of the further storm
development. The storm assumes a multi-cellular structure around 05:30 UTC when
the southern cell started to hit Siracusa. As it can be noticed by Fig. 11, the approxi-15

mate Freezing Layer Height (FLH) was located around 3.4 km Above Sea Level (A.S.L.)
around 08:00 UTC, according to the radar observations collected at vertical incidence.
Figure 11 also shows that ZDR was affected by a relatively negligible bias, being within
0.2 dB. The vertical section of the polararimetric radar measurements is analyzed at
04:50 UTC for the 121st and 122nd azimuthal angles, shown in Figs. 12–14, respec-20

tively. Focusing first on the azimuth 121, it is worth noting the reflectivity core located
at about 30 km from the radar which extends above 10 km height. High values of ZDR
below the presumed freezing layer, noticeable till the reflectivity core, are ascribable
to large drops, as also documented by the corresponding correlation coefficient mostly
ranging around 0.95. The intrusion of liquid water drops above the FLH is particularly25

evident through the ZDR column (i.e., vertical distribution of positive ZDR values) in
correspondance of the centre of the reflectivity core (Kumjian et al., 2014). The cor-
related KDP column further testifies the relevant liquid water fraction above the FLH.
According to the schematic circulation superimposed to the vertical cut of radial veloc-
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ity, the strong updraft on the left side of the reflectivity core triggers the supercooling
of large drops which turn into hailstones by freezing on condensation nuclei. Beyond
the reflectivity core, ZDR is clearly affected by attenuation. More interestingly, the deep
depression of ρHV can be attributed to non-uniform beam filling induced by hail-rain
precipitation mixture, as identifed by the adopted hydrometeor classification scheme.5

In this respect, it is worth specifying that the correlation coeffient is routinely corrected
for low SNR through the noise power measured operationally after each volumetric
scan. Figure 13 shows the range plots of the radar observables at 5◦ of antenna el-
evation for the same azimuth as in Fig. 12. The precipitation peak, located between
29 and 31 km from the radar, is responsible for about 12 dB of absolute attenuation10

whereas the estimated differential attenuation is about 2 dB. The corresponding rel-
atively high values of KDP are sintomatic of high liquid water fraction. Consequently,
the abrupt decrease arised by the correlation coefficient through the precipitation peak
where it drops down to about 0.75, even though the reflectivity is clearly higher than the
estimated MDZ (SNR is above 12 dB within 35 km), has to be ascribed to the hetero-15

geneity of the hydrometeor population within the radar beam. As it might be expected,
the vertical cut taken at the azimuth 122 shows similar characteristics, altough some
features look more pronounced. Looking at Fig. 14, three ZDR columns extends above
the FLH. With respect to those in Fig. 12 they appears much more smeared. Con-
textually, specific differential phase exceedes 5◦ km−1 within the KDP column that can20

be found at 20 km distance. Moreover, such column is within a region in which ρHV is
low. Accordingly, the hydrometeor classification algorithm detects rain/hail misture or
just hail in correspondance of the reflectivity core, respectively below and above the
FLH. As shown in Fig. 15, the range profiles taken at 5◦ of antenna elevation highlights
a main precipitation peak, generating about 6 dB of attenuation cumulated in about25

4 km. The profile of KDP outlines other 2 secondary precipitation peaks accountig for
the rest of the retrieved attenuation which sums in total 10 dB. As for azimuth 121, the
correlation coefficient remarkably decreases within the convective core dropping up to
0.85. The map of precipitation cumulated in 6 h is shown in Fig. 16 to conclude the
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storm analysis. The image clearly outlines that most of the precipitation was observed
on the south-eastern coast, with a peak around the city of Siracusa at about 60 km
from the radar site. The adopted combined rainfall algorithm retrieved fairly well the
precipitation pattern despite the peak was underestimated by about 30 %, i.e. 135 mm
vs. 186 mm. The overal error analysis summarized in Table 2, shows a remarkable im-5

provement obtained by the approaches employing KDP especially in the presence of
rain–hail mix, when compared to the conventional Z–R inversion technique, especially
RC, outperforming both RZ and RK .

4 Conclusions

The present manuscript documented the effective monitoring of intense precipitation10

events in the Mediterranean area by means of an operational X-band dual-polarization
weather radar operated in Catania (Sicily, Italy) by the Department of Civil Protection.
Two severe hail-bearing storms, occurred in 2013 in South Italy, have been described
in terms of the polarimetric radar signatures and estimated rainfall fields. On the 21
February 2013, a winter convective system originated in the Tyrrhenian sea caused15

the flash-flood of the city of Catania. Due to the optimal radar location, it has been pos-
sible to satisfactorily reconstruct the storm characteristics in a satisfactorily way, in spite
of known limitation of X-band systems due to attenuation. A few cases of signal extinc-
tion, caused by close-range hail core generating significant differential phase shift in
very short range path, were documented. However, intense precipitation did not occur20

above the radar, keeping negligible the influence of radome attenuation. The second
storm event, a mesoscale convective system originated by the temperature gradient
between sea and land surface, was observed on the 21 August 2013. It lasted about
6 h with a precipitation peak of 186 mm registered in just a couple of hours in Sira-
cusa which, consequently, was flooded. Although the use of KDP can mitigate issues25

of rain estimation in the presence of hail/rain mixture (Matrosov et al., 2013), analy-
sis of storms dynamics requires the use of the set of dual-polarization measurements
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that includes reflectivity and differential reflectivity that, at X-band, are attenuated by
propagation along precipitation. Absolute and differential attenuation have been com-
pensated through differential phase measurements, properly processed by means of
an iterative approach using a short-length moving window enabling to effectively catch
the intrinsic small-scale storm characteristics. The comparative analysis of the polari-5

metric radar observations, by means of some vertical cut of the volumetric observa-
tions, enabled to infer the triggering hail formation and precipitation process during the
mature phase of the convective system. The applied Fuzzy Logic hydrometeor clas-
sification algorithm confirmed the occurrence of rain–hail precipitation mixture, which
likely caused the anomalous drop of the correlation coefficient. The precipitation fields10

were reconstructed fairly well using a combined polarimetric rainfall algorithm based on
reflectivity and specific differential phase, which clearly outperformed the conventional
Z–R inversion technique.
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Table 1. Error scores computed on hourly cumulated rainfall for the event observed on the 21
February 2013.

Algorithm ε σε RMSE FSE BIAS

RZ −1.62 2.12 2.65 0.64 0.61
RK −0.36 2.64 2.63 0.64 0.91
RC −0.81 2.16 2.28 0.55 0.80
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Table 2. Error scores computed on hourly cumulated rainfall for the event observed on the 21
August 2013.

Algorithm ε σε RMSE FSE BIAS

RZ −2.68 12.41 12.59 1.71 0.63
RK 0.88 10.44 10.39 1.41 1.12
RC −0.62 9.97 9.97 1.36 0.92
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Figure 1. Visibility maps for the considered radar system as retrieved using a 250 m Digital
Terrain Model (DTM) at 1, 2, 3 and 5◦ of antenna elevation.
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Figure 2. Example of observed and filtered ΦDP range profiles observed on the 21 August
2013 at 04:50 UTC. The estimated offset has been added to the filtered ΦDP to simply the
intercomparison.
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Figure 3. Brightness temperature at 10.8µm as retrieved on the 21 February 2013 by Spinning
Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) instrument on board of the Meteosat Second
Generation (MTG) geostationary satellite.
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Figure 4. Mean vertical profiles of reflectivity, differential reflectivity, correlation coefficient and
Doppler velocity observed on the 21 February 2013 at 16:50 UTC.
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Figure 5. Vertical Maximum Intensity maps as retrieved on the 21 February 2013 at 15:00,
15:30, 16:00 and 17:00 UTC.
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Figure 6. Vertical cut of Z (upper left panel), ZDR (upper right panel), ρHV (middle left panel),
KDP (middle right panel), radial velocity (lower left panel) and hydrometeor classes (lower right
panel) taken at 5◦ of azimuth on the 21 February 2013 at 15:00 UTC.
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Figure 7. Range plots of the polarimetric radar parameters Z , ZDR, ρHV, KDP and ΦDP taken
at 5◦ of azimuth and 6◦ of antenna elevation on the 21 February 2013 at 15:00 UTC. The two
upper panels also show the attenuation corrected reflectivity and differential reflectivity. The
Minimum Detectable Z (MDZ) is also plotted on the upper panel.
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Figure 8. Map of cumulated precipitation as retrieved by the combined polarimetric algorithm
between 15:00 and 18:00 UTC on the 21 February 2013.
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Figure 9. Brightness temperature at 10.8µm as retrieved on the 21 August 2013 by Spinning
Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) instrument on board of the Meteosat Second
Generation (MSG) geostationary satellite.
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Figure 10. Vertical Maximum Intensity maps as retrieved on the 21 August 2013 at 04:00,
04:30, 04:50, 05:00, 05:30 and 06:00 UTC.
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Figure 11. Mean vertical profiles of reflectivity, differential reflectivity, correlation coefficient and
Doppler velocity observed on the 21 August 2013 at 08:00 UTC.
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Figure 12. Vertical cut of Z (upper left panel), ZDR (upper right panel), ρHV (middle left panel),
KDP (middle right panel), radial velocity (lower left panel) and hydrometeor classes (lower right
panel) taken at 121◦ of azimuth on the 21 August 2013 at 04:50 UTC.
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Figure 13. Range plots of the polarimetric radar parameters Z , ZDR, ρHV, KDP and ΦDP taken
at 121◦ of azimuth and 5◦ of antenna elevation on the 21 February 2013 at 04:50 UTC. The two
upper panels also show the attenuation corrected reflectivity and differential reflectivity. The
Minimum Detectable Z (MDZ) is also plotted on the upper panel.
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Figure 14. Vertical cut of Z (upper left panel), ZDR (upper right panel), ρHV (middle left panel),
KDP (middle right panel), radial velocity (lower left panel) and hydrometeor classes (lower right
panel) taken at 121◦ of azimuth on the 21 August 2013 at 04:50 UTC.
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Figure 15. Range plots of the polarimetric radar measurements Z , ZDR, ρHV, KDP and ΦDP
taken at 122◦ of azimuth and 3◦ of antenna elevation on the 21 February 2013 at 04:50 UTC.
The two upper panels also show the attenuation corrected reflectivity and differential reflectivity.
The Minimum Detectable Z (MDZ) is also plotted on the upper panel.
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Figure 16. Map of cumulated precipitation as retrieved by the combined polarimetric algorithm
between 04:00 and 10:00 UTC on the 21 August 2013.
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